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For many Canadians, the small province of New Brunswick on Canada's scenic east coast is
"a nice place to visit but no place to live," plagued for generations by outmigration and
economic stagnation. In The Fiddlehead Moment Tony Tremblay challenges this potent
stereotype by showcasing the work of a group of literary modernists who set out to change the
meaning of New Brunswick in the national lexicon. Alfred Bailey, Desmond Pacey, Fred
Cogswell, and a formidable group of local poets and cultural workers - collectively, New
Brunswick's Fiddlehead School - sought to restore New Brunswick's literary reputation by
adapting avant-garde modernist practices to the contours of the province, opening it to the
contemporary world while also encouraging writers to make it their subject. The result was a
non-urban form of modernism that was as responsive to technical innovation as to the human
geographies of New Brunswick. By placing New Brunswick writers and critics at the forefront of
Canadian literature in the midcentury modernist project, Tremblay adds an important new
chapter to our understanding of Canadian modernism. The Fiddlehead Moment is the first
critical examination of this group's considerable influence. Whether through Bailey's
ethnomethodology, Pacey's critical ordering, or Cogswell's editorial eclecticism in the
Fiddlehead magazine and Fiddlehead Poetry Books, authors in New Brunswick, Tremblay
argues, had a profound impact on writing in Canada.
The Ice Age National Scenic Trail meanders across the state of Wisconsin through scenic
glacial terrain dotted with lakes, steep hills, and long, narrow ridges. David M. Mickelson, Louis
J. Maher Jr., and Susan L. Simpson bring this landscape to life and help readers understand
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what Ice Age Wisconsin was like. An overview of Wisconsin’s geology and key geological
concepts helps readers understand geological processes, materials, and landforms. The
authors detail geological features along each segment of the Ice Age Trail and at each of the
nine National Ice Age Scientific Reserve sites. Readers can experience the Ice Age Trail
through more than one hundred full-color photographs, scores of beautiful maps, and helpful
diagrams. Science briefs explain glacial features such as eskers, drumlins, and moraines.
Geology of the Ice Age National Scenic Trail also includes detailed trail descriptions that are
cross referenced with the science briefs to make it easy to find the geological terms used in the
trail descriptions. Whatever your level of experience with hiking or knowledge of glaciers, this
book will provide lively, informative, and revealing descriptions for a new understanding of the
shape of the land beneath our feet.
This book examines the implementation of science, technology and innovation (STI) policy in
eight Latin American countries and the different paths these policies have taken. It provides
empirical evidence to examine the extent to which STI policies are contributing to the
development of the region, as well as to the solution of market failures and the stimulus of the
region’s innovation systems. Since the pioneering work of Solow (1957), it has been
recognized that innovation is critical for economic growth both in developed and in lessdeveloped countries. Unfortunately Latin America lags behind world trends, and although over
the last 20 years the region has established a more stable and certain macroeconomic regime,
it is also clear that these changes have not been enough to trigger a process of innovation and
productivity to catch-up. Against this rather grim scenario there is some optimism emerging
throughout the region. After many years of inaction the region has begun to invest in science,
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technology and engineering once again. Furthermore, after many changes in innovation policy
frameworks, there is now an emerging consensus on the need for a solution to coordination
failures that hinder the interaction between supply and demand. Offering an informative and
analytic insight into STI policymaking within Latin America, this book can be used by students,
researchers and practitioners who are interested in the design and implementation of
innovation policies. This book also intends to encourage discussion and collaboration amongst
current policy makers within the region.
The conservation of cultural artefacts, such as buildings, works of art and books presents a
fascinating, rich and diverse range of scientific challenges, and the UK has a high reputation in
the field, based in large part on past achievements. However, the Committee's report finds that
our national standing is now under threat as the sector is fragmented and under-valued, and
the DCMS has completely failed to grasp the threat to heritage science, and thus to
conservation. The Department's emphasis on widening public access to our cultural heritage is
a laudable objective, but this policy needs to be balanced by effective conservation, based on
sound science, if we are to leave a sustainable cultural heritage for the benefit of future
generations. The Committee also calls on the heritage sector to come together in developing a
broad-based national strategy for heritage science, to be championed at departmental level by
the newly appointed DCMS Chief Scientific Adviser, and co-ordinated administratively by
English Heritage, drawing on input from all bodies active in the sector including those in
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
This new edition has been updated to take account of legislative and other developments
including the Age Discrimination 2006 Regulations, the Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate
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Homicide Act 2007, the changes to dispute resolution procedures, and the impact of the Work
and Families Act 2006.
"The Apollo 15 mission was the first of the Apollo missions to utilize the full capability of a
complex set of spacecraft and launch vehicles... provided results that furnish many new
insights into lunar history and structure. Perhaps most important of all, this mission provided
results that give a meaningful overall picture of the Moon. The scientific endeavors of the
Apollo 15 mission can be divided into three distinct kinds of activities: (1) the orbital
experiments, 12) the package of lunar-surface experiments, and (3) the surface sampling and
observation."--p. xi.
Education is of relevance to everyone but it involves a specialized vocabulary and terminology
which may be opaque or unfamiliar to those new to the field. This UK-focused Dictionary of
Education provides clear and concise definitions for over 1,100 terms, from A* to zero
tolerance, that anyone studying education or working in the field is likely to encounter.
Coverage includes all sectors of education: pre-school, primary, secondary, further and higher
education, special needs, adult and continuing education, and work-based learning. It also
includes major legislation, key figures and organizations, and national curriculum and
assessment terminology. This second edition covers all the contemporary reforms being
introduced to revise the school examinations system and to reform the process of initial
teacher training in England and Wales. Coverage of the vocabulary of education has also been
increased, and longer and more detailed entries are included for terms relating to disability and
inclusive practice, such as autistic spectrum disorder, attention deficit, and dyslexia, and to
professional development, such as mentor. Entries regarding projects and initiatives that are
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now obsolete have been deleted. The dictionary features entry-level web links, accessible and
kept up to date via the Dictionary of Education companion website. Detailed appendices
include a timeline summary of landmark educational legislation since 1945 and a glossary of
acronyms. In addition, there is a useful, fully cross-referenced section of comparative terms
used in the US, Canada, Australia, and South Africa. This concise yet authoritative dictionary is
essential for all students of education, teachers, and lecturers on development programmes,
and it is strongly recommended for governors, classroom assistants, and parents.
Americans do love their ice cream. In fact, approximately 10 percent of all the milk produced by
dairy farmers in the United States is used to produce ice cream. What's more, America
consumes over five and a half gallons of ice cream per person, second only to New Zealand
whose inhabitants enjoy a whopping seven and a half gallons! Discover 40 N'ice and Naughty
Ice Cream Recipes to celebrate National Ice Cream Month in July, and National Ice Cream
Day on July 15th. So, what makes Get the Scoop different from other ice cream recipe books?
Not only is it a collection of fabulously flavored ice creams but also it brings together recipes for
ice cream floats, desserts, and sweet treats. Get scooping with fabulously fruity Watermelon
Ice Cream, or seriously sweet Strawberry Shortcake Ice Cream. Indulge with an Over 21 Rum,
Salted Caramel and Root Beer Ice Cream Float or treat your little ones with a fun Party
Popping Float. Alternatively, celebrate National Ice Cream Month and Day with a big ole
helping of Black Forest Ice Cream Dessert or Neapolitan Tart. Check out the best ice cream
recipes, not only for National Ice Cream Month but also to enjoy all-year round, so let's get
scooping!
This volume includes a selection of papers dedicated to the problems of the contemporary
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international relations and foreign policies of the African states. Most of these papers were
presented at the panels, held within the framework of the 13th International Conference of
Africanists "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional and New" (Moscow, Russia,
May 27-30, 2014). The book contains many articles devoted to the Western countries' policies
in Africa. On the background of the ongoing competition between Washington and Beijing, the
US Administration has recently increased the amount of attention it pays to the continent. The
European Union is also actively developing its strategic partnership with Africa. The authors
thoroughly analyse the ongoing cooperation between African states and China, a great
"emerging donor" and investor They particularly address the question about possible
implications of China's African policy for the countries of the continent. Major attention is given
to Sudan and South Sudan. One of the urgent problems addressed is the situation with African
IDPs and refugees, their life conditions in camps and the measures for their transition to
normal life.
A case study that profiles the best practices for sustainable development, indigenous human
rights, and conflict resolution, providing original insights into Latin American environmental and
development politics.
The PISA 2009 Technical Report describes the methodology underlying the PISA 2009 survey.
It examines additional features related to the implementation of the project at a level of detail
that allows researchers to understand and replicate its analysis.
The PISA 2003 Technical Report describes the complex methodology underlying PISA 2003,
along with additional features related to the implementation of the project at a level of detail
that allows researchers to understand and replicate its analyses.
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This comprehensive review of education policies in Turkey covers primary, secondary, and
vocational education and related issues. It finds that an improving economy and governmental
continuity provide an unprecedented opportunity for reform.
If we believe that the small, open economies of Nordic Europe are paragons of good
governance, why are they so prone to economic crisis? In Good Governance Gone Bad,
Darius Ornston provides evidence that adapting flexibly to rapid, technological change and
shifting patterns of economic competition may be a great virtue, but it does not prevent
countries from making strikingly poor policy choices and suffering devastating results. Home to
three of the "big five" financial crises in the twentieth century, Nordic Europe in the new
millennium has witnessed a housing bubble in Denmark, the collapse of the Finnish ICT
industry, and the Icelandic financial crisis. Ornston argues that the reason for these two
seemingly contradictory phenomena is one and the same. The dense, cohesive relationships
that enable these countries to respond to crisis with radical reform render them vulnerable to
policy overshooting and overinvestment. Good Governance Gone Bad tests this argument by
examining the rise and decline of heavy industry in postwar Sweden, the emergence and
disruption of the Finnish ICT industry, and Iceland’s impressive but short-lived reign as a
financial powerhouse as well as ten similar and contrasting cases across Europe and North
America. Ornston demonstrates how small and large states alike can learn from the Nordic
experience, providing a valuable corrective to uncritical praise for the "Nordic model."
This volume comprehensively captures trends in productivity and its determinants in the postreform period for Indian manufacturing. It provides an up-to-date survey of different methods
employed in measuring productivity and their applications across organized and unorganized
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sectors, including food, beverages, furniture, gems, chemicals, petroleum and rubber, metals
and minerals, paper products, publishing, textiles, etc. The essays examine the uneven impact
of economic reforms and growth on the performance of the manufacturing sector. This will be
especially useful to students and scholars of economics, business and management,
policymakers and governmental agencies, particularly those interested in Indian economy and
manufacturing.
For a long time the topic of national development banks was limited to a debate between
admirers and detractors of these institutions, often inserted into a more general debate of state
versus markets. Since the 2007/8 North Atlantic financial crisis however, interest and support
for these institutions has broadly increased in both developing and developed countries. Key
issues such as understanding how development banks work, what their main aims are, and
what their links with the private financial and corporate sector are have come to the forefront,
and there is an increased interest in what instruments, incentives, and governance work better
in general and in particular contexts. The Future of National Development Banks provides an indepth study of several key examples of these institutions based in Brazil, Chile, China,
Colombia, Germany, Mexico, and Peru. It explores horizontal issues such as their role in
innovation and structural change, sustainable infrastructure financing, financial inclusion, and
regulatory rules. It provides both research and policy-oriented perspectives on how these
banks can make a significant contribution to a countries' development, and analyses their roles
within broader economic policy, their governance, and the main instruments they use to
perform their function. The Future of National Development Banks has important policy
implications for countries that have these institutions and can improve them, and countries that
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do not have them yet and can learn from best practice.
This book provides a concise, engaging, and accessible introduction to human resource
management which is academically rigorous and appropriate for both undergraduate and
postgraduate students taking courses in business studies and related areas. Adopting lecturers
receive a copy of a DVD featuring video interviews with practitioners.
An examination of Saudi Arabia and its immense clout in the United States and throughout the
Western world thanks to its petrodollars wealth and control of a huge proportion of the world's
petroleum.
This book sheds light on the mega-city region development in China as a new form of
urbanization which plays a crucial role in the economic development of the country. It
examines the challenges faced by the mega-city regions and opens up avenues for debates
and further research. Economic reform of 1978 has led to an unprecedented growth in the
population and economic development of China. A large portion of this increased urban
population and the corresponding economic growth has been concentrated in the mega-city
regions, such as Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH), Yangtze River Delta (YRD) and Pearl River Delta
(PRD). These three mega-city regions have less land but more people and thus higher
economy, resulting in various issues and challenges faced by these regions. These challenges
pertain to the socio-economic development, transport, environment, governance and
development strategy, which this book explores through case studies of Guangdong-Hong
Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and Wuhan. This book also explains and
analyses the economy, migration processes, transport development, environmental conditions
and governance of the mega-city regions of China. With an overview of China’s rapid
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urbanisation and the consequent economic growth, this book provides an essential
understanding of related issues in order to establish appropriate strategies and policies to
sustain the process of mega-city region development.
Although ambivalence characterizes the stance of scholars toward the desirability of close
opinion-policy linkages in general, it is especially evident with regard to immigration. The
controversy and disagreement about whether public opinion should drive immigration policy
are among the factors making immigration one of the most difficult political debates across the
West. Leading international experts and aspiring researchers from the fields of political science
and sociology use a range of case studies from North America, Europe and Australia to guide
the reader through the complexities of this debate offering an unprecedented comparative
examination of public opinion and immigration. part one discusses the socio-economic and
contextual determinants of immigration attitudes across multiple nations part two explores how
the economy can affect public opinion part three presents different perspectives on the issue of
causality – do attitudes about immigration drive politics, or do politics drive attitudes? part four
investigates how several types of framing are critical to understanding public opinion and how
a wide range of political factors can mould public opinion, and often in ways that work against
immigration and immigrants part five examines the views of the largest immigrant group in the
U.S. – Latinos – as well as how opinions are shaped by contact with and opinions about
immigrants in the U.S. and Canada. An essential read to all who wish to understand the nature
of immigration research from a theoretical as well as practical point of view.
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